
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear Reception, 

 

How are you all?  Did you know that Saturday June 20th was Summer Solstice, 

which is the official start of summer?  That means it was the longest day of the 

year – the sun rose at 4.43am and set at 9.21pm, meaning that we enjoyed 16 

hours and 38 minutes of sunlight!  It feels strange going to bed when it is still 

light – perhaps some of you have found it hard to get it sleep before it is dark. 

We love summer.  It is the warmest season of the year, there are plenty of 

leaves on the trees and lots of plants are in flower. 

Many trees and other plants produce fruit during 

summer and it’s a great chance to spend lots of time 

outside.  Which is your favourite season?  What do you 

like about it?  Find out what seasons the other people in 

your household like best. 

 

We have noticed that the wild mint plants have bloomed in our Reception 

outdoor area at school. How exciting! It smells aromatic and fresh! Mint is a 

very strong and distinct scent. Do you know what mint smells like? What smells 

do you like? What do they remind you of? When I smell 

cinnamon it reminds me of Christmas! Ask your parents if 

they have any herbs or spices at home that you can smell. You 

might even smell your dinner being made! Decide which ones 

you like or dislike. Here is a picture of Mrs Kasoma smelling 

the lovely mint leaves at school. 

 

Message from Mrs Kasoma  

Hello wonderful Blue Reception! I hope you and your family are keeping well. 

What fun things have you been doing this week at home? I made pancakes with 

my children. They are really easy to make and there is a fantastic chef called 

Jamie Oliver who you might have seen on TV who taught me a great recipe. Ask 



an adult to help you of course. First add one cup of flour to a bowl, then add one 

egg and mix together with a whisk. Finally add 1 cup of milk, a little at a time 

and keep whisking until the batter is smooth. Heat a frying pan with a little 

butter and pour some pancake batter into the pan. Look out 

for the bubbles (see my picture) and when you see them it is 

ready to flip using a spatula! Serve with some lemon or honey 

or whatever you fancy! You should have a try at home I know 

you will enjoy it, especially when it is time to eat them! My 

favourite topping is lemon and sugar. Yum! Maybe you have 

been helping at home to make some simple meals. You could also try a fruit salad 

which is a lovely healthy snack or dessert! I love the different colours.  

 

Message from Ms Grosvenor  

Hi everyone!  What have you all been up to this week?  I’ve been 

daydreaming about all the places I would like to go to when I 

can.  I’m looking forward to visiting the seaside when the 

summer holidays start – I love walking along a beach and 

breathing in the fresh sea air.  Chips always seem to taste nicer 

by the sea, too!  I met my best friend for a picnic in the park at 

the weekend, which was lovely as I have really missed her.  Have you been on any 

nice days out or seen any friends for the first time in a long time?  I’d love to 

hear what you’ve been doing - receiving your emails always makes me very happy. 

Take care and speak soon, 

Mrs Kasoma and Ms Grosvenor 

 

 


